Folding Old 420 / FJ Sails

If the sail you are using looks like the one below, please follow these steps:

1. Match the luff of the jib to the leech of the main. The head of the jib should be just below the full batten in the mainsail.

2. Fold the luff of the mainsail over to match the foot of the jib.

3. Fold the mainsail head at the full batten and roll both sails towards the foot.

When rolling, maintain the fold in the luff, while following the leech of the mainsail so that the battens stay inline.

Also, make sure you keep both sails tight during the roll (for ease of putting the sail into the bag).
4. Insert the mainsail leech side all the way into the bag, while keeping the rolled sails tight.

Notice the clew of the mainsail is close to the leech, this is a good sign that the sails were rolled tight and the leech was followed correctly.

5. Once the bag is all the way on with the leech at the end of the bag, grab the open end of the bag and pull to the folded luff of the mainsail.

Make sure the bagged sail makes it into the proper storage box and into the proper numbered place.

If there are any issues with the sail, please notify a member of the staff before leaving the sailing center.

**On behalf of the College of Charleston Sailing Association,**

**Thank You**